NEWS

CameroOn

In May, the children from the school of Petite Dan and
Sarah Foundation read the Tapori newsletter together.
They were happy to see pictures and messages
from their group.

During this day they also
played games.
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Here are messages and drawings from children
from a primary school in Marseille.

“I come from Mayotte,
but I live in France.
For me, school is my entire
future, my knowledge, my life.
I would like everybody to live
a nice life.”
Anbdoullah, 11 years old

“I like s
chool.
I hope
you lik
e
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Welcome to these two new Tapori groups

Mayotte

The children answered the question:
“What do you need to be happy in your family?”
They wrote down answers and hung them on a tree in the garden
Here are some of them:
- walk together
- helping each other
- you have to love each other
- being there for each other
when things are hard
- always have faith in your
family
- respect yourself
- have fun
- we can help our mother
do cooking and cleaning
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MAURITIUS

The children of Albion
made
this lovely mobile and
some beautiful drawings

“I drew a flower and a
butterfly because I like nature
and I like to protect them.”
Nawseer
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This is where you find Cameroon, Croatia, France, Mauritius, Mayotte and Bolivia
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The Páter Noster

The Páter Noster T
Professor Sulma Cay
in the San Antonio
In the group there
ways.

Two years ago, a gir
to her. To help her,
the teacher.

Mauritius

Tapori is full of fun
And we share with children from
all over the world
Take Part in the activities
Or funny games
Quick and without cheating
Perfect

Tapori es muy entretenido

Ademas compartimos con todos los niños del mundo
Participamos en todas las
actividades

O juegos entretenidos
Rapidos y sin trampa
Ideales.
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Now you will find out about a Tapori group from La
Paz in Bolivia.

Tapori Group

Tapori group joined the Tapori friendship network in 2010 thanks to
yoja. The children meet in the private school “Páter Noster” which is
neighbourhood of La Paz.
are children with handicaps who try to integrate into school in various

rl in the group was losing her eyesight and loud noises were disturbing
, the other children drew up a “Silence Agreement” with the help of

The Páter Noster Tapori Group

hette Clément-Fanelli - Printing CTR Annemasse
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Hello
friends!
“I like working
with you
because I lear
n a lot about yo
ur
lives. I am hap
py to get to kno
w you
in this way.
I don’t write w
ell but my hear
t is big,
like Tapori.”
Alejandra
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